
Fill In the Blank Questions: 

1. The _________ for the Federal Acquisition ___________ is to deliver on a ______________  the
_________________________ product or service to the customer, while maintaining the
public’s __________ and fulfilling __________________________ objectives. [Hint: Check out
FAR 1.102]

2. To achieve _________________________, the System must shift its focus from _________ to  to
one of _______________________.  The cost to the __________ of attempting to eliminate all
risk is _____________.  [Hint: Check out FAR 1.102-2]

3. If a _______ or ____________,  or a particular ________ or __________, is in the
________________ of the Government and is not specifically addressed in the _____, nor
prohibited by law (statute or case law), Executive order or other regulation, Government
members of the Team should not assume it is _______________. [Hint: Check out FAR 1.102-4]

4. A contracting officer’s ____________ assists in the __________________ or _________________
of a contract. [Hint: Check out FAR 1.604]

5. A ______ or a ________, defined in this section, has the same meaning throughout this
__________ (48 CFR chapter 1), unless- (1) ________________________________________; or
(2) ______________________________________________. [Hint: Check out FAR 2.101]

“Look ‘Em Ups” (Enter the FAR cite and Answer): 

1. What seven (7) pieces of information must be included in all “Determinations” and “Findings”?

2. What is the role of the members of the Federal Acquisition System Team?
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FAR/FUN Question:  What are the six (6) “conventions” identified in FAR Part 1 that Government and 
contractor members of the Acquisition Team must understand when interpreting the FAR?  

Speaking of the number 6, what was the name of the Bruce Willis film released in 1999 that involved a 
child psychologist and a child with supernatural powers? For twenty (20) additional “fun” points, tell 
me the name of the actor who played the child.   
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